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Figure 1. Number of retrievals for each season. (a) is warm season April 1 - September 30; (b) is the cold season, October 1 - March 31).

2.2 Fitting the beta distribution to the SMAP time series

The beta distribution is a family of continuous distributions with two shape parameters (p and q). It generalizes to a bounded

distribution on the interval of [a,b], where a and b usually take on the values of 0 and 1. The beta distribution is flexible enough

to model a wide variety of shapes. In our study, we compared the beta distribution to several parametric distributions (including

Normal and Gumbel), but the beta distribution showed the best goodness-of-fit. Furthermore, given the bounded nature of the5

distribution, it is often used as the model of choice for modeling soil moisture time series (?). The general formula for the beta

probability density function (pdf) is:

f(x) =
(x� a)(p�1)(b�x)(q�1)

B(p,q)(b� a)p+q�1
a x b; p,q > 0 (1)

where p and q are shape parameters, a and b are lower and upper bounds, respectively of the distribution. In case where

a= 0 and b= 1, this becomes a standard beta distribution (?). B(p,q) is a beta constant computed with the formula10

B(p,q) =

1Z

0

tp�1(1� t)q�1dt (2)

A main challenge is to fit the four parameters of the beta distribution, given a set of empirical observations. ? used the

method of moments to fit the beta distribution to historical soil moisture simulations from the VIC LSM. They computed the

first three moments and minimized the difference between the distribution estimates and sample estimates since they were

over-constrained. We also used the standard method of moments to calculate the parameters p and q. But for each grid location,15

we fit the beta distribution to 6 sets of data related to the SPL3SMP product: 1) Short warm season VIC and 2) Short warm

7

(a) (b)


